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BEE accreditation is a business imperative for most

BEE
Ownership

businesses operating in South Africa today.

BEE ownership often the most challenging part of the
scorecard to achieve, when dealing with questions like:
• Who should I choose as my BEE shareholder?
• Where do I find an appropriate shareholder?

• Will they add value?
• Am I locked in indefinitely?

These vexing questions often lead to businesses not

taking the shareholding step at all, to their detriment.

Calibr8 as a Partner
Calibr8 is a 100% BEE-owned entity, which typically
assists with a minimum 26% equity stake in businesses
requiring BEE ownership credentials.

These transactions are vendor financed, due to the
embedded option and operational control retained by
the original shareholders.
Calibr8 earns a management fee and participates at a
Board level, providing not only strategic input but also
empowerment representation.
There is no day-to-day interference in the business, nor
demands for executive remuneration or perks.
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Calibr8’s Value
Proposition
• Adds strategic value
• Access to very wide networks
• Extensive corporate advisory, M&A and
private equity expertise
• Manufacturing and industrial experience
• Corporate governance
• Financial expertise
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Who Represents
Calibr8?
Calibr8

is

represented

by

two

financial

services

professionals, Roshen Galal and Ross Williams.
Between

them

Roshen

and

Ross

have

extensive

experience across the spectrum of M&A, deal structuring,
private equity, and corporate advisory across a range of
sectors

spanning

healthcare,

manufacturing,

retail,

industrial services, etc.
Roshen currently runs a corporate advisory business and
is a key representative of a private equity fund.
Ross runs a corporate advisory business and still serves
as an Executive of the SA Engineers and Founders
Association, where he was elected Chairman for three
consecutive years before relinquishing the role.

Contact:
Roshen Galal
+27 552 7029
roshen@calibr8.co.za
Ross Williams
+82 898 7544
ross@calibr8.co.za

